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Abstract—It is convenient to obtain the information resources 

via intelligent device over cloud systems. The user 

authentication mechanism is a fundamental tool for ensuring 

the validity of communicating party and secure 

communications among the communicating party. Recently, 

Zhang, Wang, and Wang proposed a new remote 

authentication scheme for anonymous users using elliptic 

curves cryptosystem. Their scheme could achieve the mutual 

authentication and forward security. They claimed that their 

scheme could withstand various attacks by employing BAN-

logic formal methods. Their claimed that their scheme could 

withstand the preserving anonymity and non-traceability, 

perfect forward secrecy, off-line password guessing attack, 

forgery attack, server impersonating attack, known key attack, 

and reply attack. However, we will show that their scheme is 

vulnerable to the forgery attack, server impersonating attack, 

and man-in-the-middle attack. In this article, we also propose 

an improved Zhang-Wang-Wang’s anonymous user 

authentication scheme to withstand the vulnerability in their 

scheme. 

Keywords- mutual authentication; elliptic curves 

cryptosystem; user authentication; forgery attack, impersonating 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

It is convenient to obtain the information resources via 
intelligent device over cloud systems. The user 
authentication mechanism is a fundamental tool for ensuring 
the validity of communicating party and secure 
communications among the communicating party [1-3]. 
However, the user authentication mechanisms are vulnerable 
to various attacks in the public Internet networks. These 
attacks include password guessing attack, replaying attack, 
forgery attack, impersonating attack, and man-in-the-middle 
attack, etc. [4-14]. It’s important to design and develop a 
secure user authentication scheme to resist these attacks. 

To authenticate a user from public Internet, many user 
authentication schemes had been proposed in past decades. 

Some schemes were applied a smart card to authenticate the 
legal users [15-26]. Some schemes were developed for multi-
servers [27-28]. Some schemes were developed for 
biometrics [29-32] and some schemes were applied 
passwords for generating session key [33-34]. 

Recently, Zhang, Wang, and Wang proposed a new 
remote authentication scheme for anonymous users using 
elliptic curves cryptosystem [34]. Their scheme could 
achieve the mutual authentication and forward security. They 
claimed that their scheme could withstand various attacks by 
employing BAN-logic formal methods. Their claimed that 
their scheme could withstand the preserving anonymity and 
non-traceability, perfect forward secrecy, off-line password 
guessing attack, forgery attack, server impersonating attack, 
known key attack, and reply attack. However, we will show 
that their scheme is vulnerable to the forgery attack, server 
impersonating attack, and man-in-the-middle attack. In this 
article, we also propose an improved Zhang-Wang-Wang’s 
anonymous user authentication scheme to withstand the 
vulnerability in their scheme. 

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section 
2, we review Zhang-Wang-Wang’s remote authentication 
scheme for anonymous users using elliptic curves 
cryptosystem briefly. In Section 3, we show that Zhang-
Wang-Wang’s scheme suffers from the forgery and server 
impersonating, man-in-the middle attacks. In Section 4, we 
propose an improvement of Zhang-Wang-Wang’s scheme 
and security analysis of the improved scheme. Finally, some 
conclusions are summarized in Section 5. 

II. REVIEW OF ZHANG-WANG-WANG’S SCHEME 

There are two main participants in Zhang-Wang-Wang’s 
scheme: a user Ui and server S [34]. There are four phases in 
Zhang-Wang-Wang’s scheme: The registration phase, the 
login phase, the authentication and session key exchange 
phase, and the password updating phase. We briefly describe 
Zhang-Wang-Wang’s scheme as follows. 
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A. The Registration Phase 

In this registration phase, a new user (Ui) needs to apply 
to the server for as a legal user. After the phase, the server 
will make and issue a smart card for the new user (Ui). The 
smart card contains the following seven parameters: {r, Bi, p, 
Ep(), P, Q, H()}, here r is a random number choice by the 
new user; H() is a one-way hash function; Ep() is an elliptic 
curve in the finite field Zp. Bi and Q computed as follows: 

Bi = Xi ⊕H(IDi || Ai) 

Xi = H(x IDi Q) 
Q = xP mod p 
Ai = H(r || PWi). 

Where x is a master secret key of the server S; p is a large 
prime number.  

B. The Login Phase 

In this phase, when the user (Ui) wants to have the access 
right to obtain the resources provided by the remote server, 
Ui keys in his/her identity (IDi) and password (PWi) to the 
terminal devise with smart card. The smart card sends the 
login message {Ci, Ri, Vi, Ti} to the server S. Here Ti is a 
fresh current timestamp. Ci, Ri and Vi are computed as 
follows: 

Ci = IDiP + aQ 
Ri = aP 

Vi = Xi  ⊕ H(aQ || Ti) 

Xi = Bi ⊕ H(IDi || Ai) 

Ai = H(r || PWi). 

Where a is a random nonce which is generated by the smart 
card.  

C. The Authentication and Session Key Exchange phase 

Once the server receives the login request message {Ci, 
Ri, Vi, Ti} from the smart card, the user (Ui) and the server S 
mutual verify in this authentication phase as follows. 

1) The server S verifies the validity of the time stamp Ti. 
If Ti is not in the current interval time, the server 
rejects the login request.  

2) The server calculates Vi* = H(x
2
 (Ci – xRi)) ⊕ H(xRi || 

Ti). S checks whether Vi* is equal to Vi. If it is not 
hold, the server rejects the login request. 

3) The server S replies the message {Rs, Vs, Ts} to the 
user Ui, here Ts is the current time stamp of the server. 
Rs and Vs are computed as follows: 

Rs = bP; 
Vs = H(IDi P || bRi || Ts); 

Here b is a random number which is generated by the 
server.  

4) Upon receiving {Rs, Vs, Ts} from the server, the user 
Ui verifies the validity of the time stamp Ts. If Ts is in 
the current interval time, the user calculates Vs* = 
H(IDi P || aRs || Ts) and checks whether Vs* is equal to 
Vs. If it holds, the user authenticates the legality of the 
server. Otherwise, the user terminates the session 
connection.  

5) The server computes the session key: SK = bRi=baP. 
The user computes the session key: SK = aRs = abP. 

D. Password Updating Phase 

In this phase, the user (Ui) wants to update his/her current 
password (PWi) to a new one (PW`i). The smart card 
executes the following procedures: 

1) The smart card asks the user inputs his/her IDi and 
PWi. 

 2) The smart card calculates the new B`i as follows:  
A i  = H(r || PW i) 

A` i   = H(r || PW` i) 
B` i  = B i   ⊕ H(ID i || A i) ⊕ H(ID i ||A’ i) 

= X i ⊕H(ID i || A i)⊕H(ID i ||A i) ⊕ H(ID i ||A` i) 

= X i ⊕H(ID i |  A` i ) 

3) The smart card replaces the original B i with the new 
B` i. 

III. THE WEAKNESS OF ZHANG-WANG-WANG SCHEME 

In this section, we show the weakness of Zhang-Wang-
Wang’s smart card-based authentication scheme [34]. The 
main weakness of Zhang-Wang-Wang’s scheme is that their 
scheme could not withstand the on-line password guessing 
attack with user’s smart card and the denial of service attack.  

A. The Forgery Attack 

In this subsection, we will show that an adversary could 
masquerade as other legitimate users in Zhang-Wang-Wang 
scheme.  

1).The adversary intercepted the login request message 
{Ci, Ri, Vi, Ti} between the legal user Ui and the 
server in the login phase.  

2) The adversary sends the login message {Cc, Rc, Vc, Tc} 
to the server S. Here Tc is a fresh current timestamp. 
V`i is computed as follows: 

aQ = Ci - IDiP 
Xi = Vi ⊕ H(aQ || Ti) 

Cc = IDiP + cQ 
Rc = cP 
Vc = Xi  ⊕ H(cQ || Tc). 

Here, c is a random nonce which is generated by the 
adversary.  

3) The server S verifies the validity of the time stamp Tc. 
If Tc is not in the current interval time, the server 
rejects the login request. Since the Tc is the fresh time 
stamp, the server will accept it in this step. 

4) The server calculates Vi* = H(x
2
 (Cc –  xRc)) ⊕ 

H(xRc || Tc). S checks whether Vi* is equal to Vc. If it 
is not hold, the server rejects the login request. In this 
step, we will show that Vi* is equal to Vc as follows: 

Vi* = H(x
2
 (Cc – xRc)) ⊕ H(xRc || Tc). 

 = H(x
2
 (IDiP + cQ – xRc)) ⊕ H(xRc || Tc). 

= H(x
2
 (IDiP + cxP – xcP)) ⊕ H(xcP || Tc). 

= H(x x IDi P) ⊕ H(cQ || Tc). 

= H(x IDi Q) ⊕ H(cQ || Tc). 

= Xi  ⊕ H(cQ || Tc). 

= Vc 
5) The server S replies the message {Rs, Vs, Ts} to the 

adversary, here Ts is the current time stamp of the 
server. Rs and Vs are computed as follows: 



Rs = bP; 
Vs = H(IDi P || bRc || Ts); 

Here b is a random number which is generated by the 
server. 

6) Upon receiving {Rs, Vs, Ts} from the server, the 
adversary verifies the validity of the time stamp Ts. If 
Ts is in the current interval time, the adversary 
calculates Vs* = H(IDi P || aRs || Ts) and checks 
whether Vs* is equal to Vs. If it holds, the user 
authenticates the legality of the server. Otherwise, the 
user terminates the session connection. 

7) The server computes the session key: SK = bRc=bcP. 
The adversary computes the session key: SK = cRs = 
cbP.  

In the above steps, the server will mistake the adversary as 
the legal user Ui. The adversary will masquerade as the user 
Ui to have a secure communication with the server with the 
common session key SK. 

B. The Server Impersonating Attack 

In this subsection, we will show that an adversary could 
masquerade as the legitimate server in Zhang-Wang-Wang 
scheme.  

1). The user (Ui) keys in his/her identity (IDi) and 
password (PWi) to the terminal devise with smart card. 
The smart card sends the login message {Ci, Ri, Vi, Ti} 
to the server S. Here Ci, Ri, Vi, and Ti are the same as 
those in the login phase of Zhang-Wang-Wang’s 
scheme. 

2) The adversary masquerades the server to reply the 
message {R`s, V`s, Ts} to the user Ui, here Ts is the 
current time stamp of the adversary. R`s and V`s are 
computed as follows: 

R`s = cP; 
V`s = H(IDi P || cRi || Ts); 

Here c is a random number which is generated by the 
adversary. 

3) Upon receiving {R`s, V`s, Ts} from the adversary, the 
user verifies the validity of the time stamp Ts. If Ts is 
in the current interval time, the user calculates Vs* = 
H(IDi P || aR`s || Ts) and checks whether Vs* is equal 
to V`s. If it holds, the user authenticates the legality of 
the server. Otherwise, the user terminates the session 
connection. In this step, we will show that Vs* is 
equal to V`s as follows: 

Vs* = H(IDi P || aR`s || Ts) 
= H(IDi P || acP || Ts)  
= H(IDi P || caP || Ts) 
= H(IDi P || cRi || Ts) 
= V`s 

4) The user computes the session key: SK = aR`s =acP. 
The adversary computes the session key: SK = cRi = 
caP.  

In the above steps, the user will mistake the adversary as the 
legal server. The adversary will masquerade as the server to 
have a secure communication with the user with the common 
session key SK. 

C. The Man-in-the-Middle Attack 

In this subsection, we will show that an adversary could 
hide in the middle to eavesdrop the secret message between 
the legal user and the server in Zhang-Wang-Wang scheme.  

1). The user (Ui) keys in his/her identity (IDi) and 
password (PWi) to the terminal devise with smart card. 
The smart card sends the login message {Ci, Ri, Vi, Ti} 
to the server S. Here Ti is a fresh current timestamp. 
Ci, Ri and Vi are computed as follows: 

Ci = IDiP + aQ 
Ri = aP 

Vi = Xi  ⊕ H(aQ || Ti) 

Xi = Bi ⊕ H(IDi || Ai) 

Ai = H(r || PWi). 

Where a is a random nonce which is generated by the 
smart card. 

2) The adversary intercepted the login request message 
{Ci, Ri, Vi, Ti} between the legal user Ui and the 
server in the login phase. The adversary sends the 
login message {Cc, Rc, Vc, Tc} to the server S. Here 
Tc is a fresh current timestamp. V`i is computed as 
follows: 

aQ = Ci - IDiP 
Xi = Vi ⊕ H(aQ || Ti) 

Cc = IDiP + cQ 
Rc = cP 
Vc = Xi  ⊕ H(cQ || Tc). 

Here, c is a random nonce which is generated by the 
adversary.  

3) The server S verifies the validity of the time stamp Tc. 
If Tc is not in the current interval time, the server 
rejects the login request.  

4) The server calculates Vi* = H(x
2
 (Cc –  xRc)) ⊕ 

H(xRc || Tc). S checks whether Vi* is equal to Vc. If it 
is not hold, the server rejects the login request.  

5) The server S replies the message {Rs, Vs, Ts} to the 
adversary, here Ts is the current time stamp of the 
server. Rs and Vs are computed as follows: 

Rs = bP; 
Vs = H(IDi P || bRc || Ts); 

Here b is a random number which is generated by the 
server. 

6) Upon receiving {R`s, V`s, Ts} from the server, the 
adversary replies the message {R`s, V`s, Ts} to the 
user Ui. R`s and V`s are computed as follows: 

R`s = cP; 
V`s = H(IDi P || cRi || Ts); 

7) Upon receiving {R`s, V`s, Ts} from the adversary, the 
user Ui verifies the validity of the time stamp Ts. If Ts 
is in the current interval time, the user calculates Vs* 
= H(IDi P || aR`s || Ts) and checks whether Vs* is 
equal to V`s. If it holds, the user authenticates the 
legality of the server. Otherwise, the user terminates 
the session connection.  

8) The server computes the session key: SKsa = bRc=bcP. 
The user computes the session key: SKia = aR`s=acP. 
The adversary computes two session keys:  



SKas = cRs = cbP=bcP=SKsa.  
SKai = cRi = caP = acP = SKia. 

IV. THE IMPROVED ZHANG-WANG-WANG SCHEME 

In order to improve the weakness of Zhang-Wang-
Wang’s remote authentication scheme for anonymous users 
using elliptic curves cryptosystem, we propose an 
improvement of Zhang-Wang-Wang’s scheme in this section. 
The password updating phase is the same as that in Zhang-
Wang-Wang’s scheme.  

A. The Registration Phase 

In this registration phase, a new user (Ui) needs to apply 
to the server for as a legal user. After the phase, the server 
will make and issue a smart card for the new user (Ui). The 
smart card contains the following eight parameters: {r, Ai, Bi, 
p, Ep(), P, Q, H()}, here r, H(), and Ep() are the same as that 
in  Zhang-Wang-Wang’s scheme. Ai, Bi, p and Q computed 
as follows: 

Ai = H(r || IDi || PWi) 
Q = xP mod p 
Xi = H(x IDi Ai Q) 

Bi = Xi ⊕H(IDi || Ai) 

Where x is a master secret key of the server S.  

B. The Login Phase 

In this phase, when the user (Ui) wants to have the access 
right to obtain the resources provided by the remote server, 
Ui keys in his/her identity (IDi*) and password (PWi*) to the 
terminal devise with smart card.  

1) The smart card computes Ai* as follows: 
Ai* = H(r || IDi* || PWi*). 

The smart card checks whether Ai* is equal to Ai 
which stored in the smart card. If it holds, the smart 
card continually executes the following step. 
Otherwise, the smart card asks the user re-inputs 
his/her identity (IDi*) and password (PWi*). If the 
user fails to input IDi and PWi for three times, the 
smart card stops the login request. 

2) The smart card sends the login message {Ci, Ri, Vi, Ti} 
to the server S. Here Ri, Vi, and Ti are the same as 
that in the login phase of Zhang-Wang-Wang’s 
scheme. Ci is computed as follows: 

Ci = IDi Ai P + aQ 
Where a is a random nonce which is generated by the 
smart card.  

C. The Authentication and Session Key Exchange phase 

Once the server receives the login request message {Ci, 
Ri, Vi, Ti} from the smart card, the user (Ui) and the server S 
mutual verify in this authentication phase as follows. 

1) The server S verifies the validity of the time stamp Ti. 
If Ti is not in the current interval time, the server 
rejects the login request.  

2) The server calculates Xi* and Vi* = Xi* ⊕ H(xRi || Ti). 

S checks whether Vi* is equal to Vi. If it is not hold, 
the server rejects the login request. We show that the 
legal user will make Vi* = Vi as follows: 

Xi* = H(x
2
 (Ci – xRi)) 

       = H(x
2
 (IDi Ai P + aQ – xRi))  

= H(x
2
 (IDi Ai P + axP – xaP))  

= H(x Ai x IDi P) 
= H(x IDi Ai Q) 
= Xi  

Vi* = Xi* ⊕ H(xRi || Ti). 

 = Xi* ⊕ H(xaP || Ti). 

= Xi* ⊕ H(aQ || Ti). 

= Vi 
3) The server S replies the message {Rs, Vs, Ts} to the 

user Ui, here Ts is the current time stamp of the server. 
Rs and Vs are computed as follows: 

Rs = bP; 
Vs = H(IDi P || bRi || Xi || Ts); 

Here b is a random number which is generated by the 
server.  

4) Upon receiving {Rs, Vs, Ts} from the server, the user 
Ui verifies the validity of the time stamp Ts. If Ts is in 
the current interval time, the user calculates Vs* = 
H(IDi P || aRs || Xi || Ts) and checks whether Vs* is 
equal to Vs. If it holds, the user authenticates the 
legality of the server. Otherwise, the user terminates 
the session connection. Here Xi is retrieved from the 
smart card. 

5) The server computes the session key: SK = bRi=baP. 
The user computes the session key: SK = aRs = abP. 

D. Security Analysis of The Improved Scheme 

In this subsection, we will present that the improved 
scheme has the ability to against the forgery attack, server 
impersonating attack, and man-in-the-middle attack.  

1).To against the forgery attack: The main vulnerability 
in this attack of Zhang-Wang-Wang’s scheme is that 
an adversary could intercept the login request 
message {Ci, Ri, Vi, Ti} between the legal user Ui and 
the server in the login phase. The adversary could 
derive aQ with public information IDi and P (see 
Section IIIA).  In the improved scheme, Ci = IDi Ai P 
+ aQ. The adversary is unable to derive aQ with 
knowing Ci, IDi, and P and un-known Ai. Therefore, 
the improved scheme has the ability to against the 
forgery attack. 

2).To against the server impersonating attack: The main 
vulnerability in this attack of Zhang-Wang-Wang’s 
scheme is that an adversary could fabricate {R`s, V` 
The adversary masquerades the server to reply the 
message {R`s, V`s, Ts} to the user Ui. Here, Ts is the 
current time stamp of the adversary. The adversary 
generates a random number c and knows IDi, P, and 
Ri, thus R`s and V`s are computed (see Section IIIB). 
In the improved scheme,  

Vs = H(IDi P || bRi || Xi || Ts). 
The adversary doesn’t know the secret Xi. Therefore, 
he/she is unable to fabricate Vs and thus the improved 
scheme has the ability to against the server 
impersonating attack. 

3).To against the man-in-the middle attack: The main 
vulnerability in this attack of Zhang-Wang-Wang’s 



scheme is that their scheme could not against the 
forgery attack and the server impersonating attack. 
We have shown that the improved scheme has the 
ability to against the forgery attack and the server 
impersonating attack. Therefore, the improved 
scheme also could against the man-in-the-middle 
attack. 

V. CONCLUSIONS  

In summary, we have shown that the weakness of Zhang-
Wang-Wang's remote authentication scheme for anonymous 
users using ECC. Zhang-Wang-Wang’s scheme could not 
withstand the forgery attack, server impersonating attack, 
and man-in-the-middle attack. In this article, we also 
proposed an improvement of Zhang-Wang-Wang’s 
anonymous user authentication scheme to withstand the 
vulnerability in their scheme.  
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